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 Bond – James Bond, shaken but not stirred.  

Bourne – Jason Bourne, skills most can only dream 

about.  Hunt – Ethan Hunt, creative sculptor of 

impossible missions.  English – Johnny English, 

English spy bungler and savior of the world. 

 

 Rowan Atkinson brings Johnny English to 

life for the third time on the big screen In “Johnny 

English Strikes Again.”  Johnny now teaches a spy 

class for youngsters.  I’m not sure that ‘spying’ is 

the topic of the class; however, it’s what English enjoys teaching and is pretty good at it.  About 

the only thing that can disrupt his academia life style is a desperate call from MI7.  England has 

been totally compromised and his talents as a secret agent are desperately needed. 

 

 The world around us continually morphs into a more and more high tech society.  Just 

about everyone carries a smart phone.  Computers operate our cars, some without drivers.  

Shopping for just the right thing lies at our fingertips.  With computers controlling so much of 

our lives, the opportunity is ripe for sinister elements of society to hack into just about 

everything, creating havoc.  Havoc is just what has happened in England as the government 

computers are hacked and the true identities of all their secret agents revealed to the world.  Who 

remains unknown and can be counted upon to find the culprits, take control of the computers, 

and bring the bad guys to justice? 

 

 A frazzled Prime Minister (Emma Thompson) finds that she has no recourse but to recall 

Johnny English to active duty, but is he up to the task?  Not really – but he’s all there is.  

Introduced to the high-tech world of spying, Johnny prefers old school techniques.  Don’t offer 

him a hybrid; he needs the gas guzzling, Bond style, Aston Martin with all the gadgets. 

 

 Luckily he doesn’t have to face the task alone as his dependable sidekick, Bough (Ben 

Miller), keeps him straight and out of trouble, never taking (or receiving) any credit.  Discretely 

undercover, Johnny manages to burn down an expensive restaurant, assault a wheelchair Granny 

and don a Medieval suit of armor which ends up revealing much too much.  He also learns first-

hand about virtual reality – leaving parts of London in total chaos. 

 

 Technology, high tech servers, Clouds and megalomaniac billionaires who control all the 

toys bear considerable watching.  “Johnny English Strikes Again” takes slapstick to a new level 

and the funniest thing about it – it works.  Despite everything, he’s able to keep the world from 

falling into despicable hands.  On a scale of one to four Hart Beats I give “Johnny English 

Strikes Again” TWO STARS.  The humor is not for everyone, but a yacht named Dot Calm is 

pretty catchy.   


